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Abstract

This article has two connected aims. First, to contour the

boundaries of modern disability history through outlining

its development and second, to provide a new methodo-

logical agenda for disability history. The design model of

disability has outlined an important new programme to

integrate the social and medical models of disability by

foregrounding materials. Yet ‘disability things’ (to use Ott's

memorable term) have been part of disability history's

genesis since the material turn, which started the process

of social historians recovering the lives of those not

recorded in textual sources through objects, including

prosthetics. From considering objects as things, the influ-

ence of Science and Technology Studies scholars pushed

disability historians to further consider objects as agents

and objects in use. These approaches have highlighted the

differential levels of autonomy and power that objects and

their users have in making history. However, this focus on

materials has highlighted visible and recorded disability

over ‘invisible’ disability, which has perpetuated its opacity

and created definitional difficulties around disability

demarcation. Medical history methodologies aimed at

revealing the ‘patient view’ can help bring people back into

focus but uphold the categories of patients and biomedi-

cine in a way that impedes the aims of disability scholars.

Focusing on exactly what is hidden is less useful than
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focusing on how it is hidden, and science and technology

study methodologies can illuminate these processes.

1 | INTRODUCTION

What disability is for historians depends on the model of disability that they deploy. This is the result of the debt

disability historians have to foundational disability studies texts that propounded a social model that explicitly

conceptualised disability as the result of forced societal exclusion from the community and the labour market. As it

emerged in the late 1980s, the social model separated impairment from disability in a similar way to the sex/gender

formation propounded by second‐wave feminist scholars. By conceptualising disability as the result of inaccessible
structures, it positioned itself in opposition to a medical model which framed disability as the result of individual

impairments that could be ‘fixed’ by medical or technical intervention.1

The resulting focus on the disabling impact of the environment and the use of technologies to both create and

mitigate these effects meant that disability history developed unique strengths in dealing with material culture. This

development holds obvious parallels with the rise, some 50 years ago, of histories from below, which focused on the

lives of people who were not always literate or documented in traditional textual sources. This ‘material turn’

shifted historians away from documents partly to focus on those lives less recorded and partly in reaction to the

semiotic focus of postmodernism, which prioritised analysis of concepts through signs, texts, and discourse.2 The

material turn challenged historians because textual materials have long been the primary focus of historical work.3

The document (including primary sources like parliamentary recordings, birth certificates and wills) is closely linked

with authority, legitimacy, and competency—‘qualities that are typically associated with nondisabled historical

actors’.4 Yet despite their seeming ‘truthness’, these kinds of documents, as Ludmilla Jordanova clarifies, ‘are highly

mediated; they necessarily pass through the minds of human agents, who select, alter and make mistakes—that is,

they transform and translate’.5

Engaging with textual documents to write disability history has nevertheless been immensely valuable. Some of

the most important formative texts of the field started the recovery of disabled lives by using sources created by

the state or by institutions.6 However, the close associations between disability and welfare, institutions, and

poverty fostered by such approaches can close off investigation of the spaces where disabled people thrived

outside of institutions (including at work and in the home) and can de‐emphasise the agency and creativity of
disabled people.7

An important countervailing focus on the working lives of the disabled emerged from the Wellcome‐funded
‘Disability and Industrial Society’ project, which ran between 2011 and 2016.8 This project focused on the col-

lective disablement of the working classes by investigating disability and coalmining. It revealed that disabled

people were not excluded from the labour market during the industrial revolution but worked while disabled and

after disablement resulting from this work.9 This insight provided an important critique of the uses of history in

foundational disability studies texts that propounded a social model that explicitly conceptualised disability as

exclusion from the labour market.10 Productive combinations of different types of textual sources further offset the

earlier focus on male industrial disability to produce insights into women's disability experiences (including of

chronic illness) in history, for instance through combining state documents like First World War pension records

with contemporaneous fiction.11

However, what disability historians want to know about disabled experience (how it felt, its contingency, its

categorisation) can be difficult to find in written documents, even in combination with methodologies that allow us

to read ‘against’ or ‘along’ the grain.12 ‘Ego documents’ like letters and diaries, which might contain personal re-

flections are especially hard to find; partly the result of stigma and intentional concealment, and partly the result of
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segregation in institutions that discouraged the creation of such documents and sometimes destroyed them if they

were produced.13

Therefore, despite the empirical errors and conceptual omissions that recent work has highlighted in the first

articulations of the social model, disability history remains bound to its focus on the material. The way that

technologies have been designed to be inaccessible to the disabled was after all the foundational insight of the

social model of disability. The idea that the problems faced by the disabled wholly originate in the environment

rather than in their individual bodies has been roundly critiqued.14 Yet a material focus has been fruitfully inte-

grated into Bess Williamson and Elizabeth Guffey's ‘Design Model of Disability’, which proposes that the experi-

ences, meanings, and definitions of disability are shaped by design.15 This is an important new way of engaging with

the social model while retaining a focus on design and technologies.

Integrated investigation of medical technology using social model theory has not often been done. The social

model created specific difficulties in integrating the history of medicine with disability history because of the im-

plicit association between the study of medical things and the medical model.16 As Beth Linker pointed out in her

oft‐cited 2013 positioning piece, the separation between the two disciplines was in part fuelled by disciplinary
world building, ‘the desire among disability historians to define themselves as something other than medical his-

torians’.17 The separation of disability from medicine was further perpetuated by the force of the medical/social

model binary, which maintained that studying ‘the sites and devices that have been brought to bear on the disabled

body’ acted to further perpetuate the medical model.18 Defining disabled people outwith the parameters of

medicine and patients has been an especially important aspect of disability history because of the influence and

commitments of the deaf history. The strongest component of early disability history was Deaf history, which

capitalised Deafness to indicate that the Deaf formed a cultural group linked by shared language use separate from

deafness as a medical condition.19 Pioneering Deaf historians often explicitly separated their work and experiences

from disability to locate the disablement they experienced in hearing people's exclusionary practices: ‘So Deaf

people generally do not see themselves as disabled nor do they seek what people who say they are disabled seek’.20

Deaf history's more recent alignment with the emphasis of ‘the new disability history’ on disability as an analytic

category both comparable to categories like race, gender, and class and revealing of these identities has brought

Deaf history back into disability history to an extent.21 However, medical history and disability history remain at

odds.

The abyss between medical history and disability history seems especially hard to traverse for historians of

psychiatry. As the introduction to the Oxford Handbook of Disability History makes clear, this is partly linked to the

perceived positionality and actual subjectivity of the historian,

Where one historian sees a patient, another sees an inmate; where one historian sees a desire to treat

and relieve suffering, another sees the desire to control socially deviant behavior; where one his-

torian sees rehabilitation and occupational therapy, another sees the exploitation of a captive labor

force; where one historian may focus on violent and abusive patients, another may focus on violent

and abusive attendants and sadistic physicians; where one historian sees signs or symptoms of illness

or pathology, another sees acts of resistance.22

Yet, as Andrew Hogan has emphasised, medical historians have not actually tended to work to uphold the medical

model.23 The social/medical model binary is in some ways a strawman for historians, though it remains an incredible

powerful political tool. Yet even outwith a social/medical model framework, the influence of Foucauldian analysis

has meant that medical histories from below have frequently and explicitly focused on medicine as an oppressive

force, especially in relation to histories of childbirth and psychiatry.24 The focus on the patient as a medical

construct rather than an active agent and the reliance on doctors' notes have made it difficult to respond to

Porter's call to heed the patient voice and to extend medical history methodologies to those who did not and do not

identify as patients.25
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Despite these metaphysical and methodological difficulties, demarcating science, medicine, and their related

histories as oppressive forces working in opposition to the social model prevents real engagement with how

precisely science and medicine worked to create disability. The neat separation of disability from impairment means

that the conception of impairment is reified as objective; this split thus implicitly supports the legitimacy of the

naturalist medical model.26 As Hamraie has argued, we are missing ‘a broader understanding of the epistemological

status of knowledge‐claims about disability’ because within disability studies following such approaches ‘power
(particularly biopower), rather than knowledge’ has been the unifying focus.27 As John Warner emphasised in 1995,

‘most historians of medicine never shed a guarded leaning to biological realism’.28 In fact, ‘those most squeamish

about recognising the material reality of disease have the greatest affinity to history of science’.29 We need to

develop methodologies capable of analysing the medical model of disability as social. Although the design model

brings welcome new attention to the importance of technologies, approaches pioneered within the history of

science and Science and Technology Studies (STS) can reveal the disabling impacts of science itself and allow us to

attend to disability in its broadest sense.

2 | SECTION 1: OBJECTS AS AGENTS

Disability historians turned to objects with increased intent after 2002, following the publication of Katherine Ott

and David Serlin's Artificial Parts, Practical Lives.30 This sterling publication emphasised that disability stands apart

from the other categories of historical analysis because ‘it is bonded with technology, tools, and machines as a

medium of social interaction’.31 It centred objects as they related to bodies, and pushed back against postmodernist

tendencies to conceptualise prostheses purely as metaphorical or narrative devices. By ‘keeping prostheses

attached to people’ this work drew our attention back to the things themselves while highlighting their user's role

in personalising and adapting them.32 For instance, such revelations came through strongly in Raman Srinivasan's

discussion of the racialised and gendered development of the Jaipur Foot, which asked: ‘Who would have thought

of putting toe‐rings and henna patterns on a prothesis?’.33

The material turn in disability history stimulated the conceptualisation of disability beyond the social/medical

model binary by identifying it explicitly ‘as a phenomenon that can be treated or ameliorated through digital or

material things’.34 This approach has uncovered the longer history of the social model by revealing architectural

accommodation of disability in ancient Greece through documentation of the more extensive use of stone ramps in

healing sanctuaries compared to non‐healing sites.35 Focusing on materiality shifts our focus onto disability as
mediated by the environment and increases evidence of its continuity, both throughout history and in the lives of

individuals. As Bess Williamson notes, ‘When it comes to material traces of disability, objects such as canes, splints,

and eye patches preserved over time remind us of the persistence of physical variation as well as its social na-

ture’.36 Gemma Almond's study of spectacles in the Science Museum collection has additionally demonstrated that

evidence of wear and tear can reveal how much objects were used by individuals as well as how they were

modified.37 This kind of close analysis can also reveal the fit, flex, and dynamic function of prosthesis to ‘document

movement’ and illuminate how the wearer moved with objects.38 Other histories, for instance of the wheelchair,

have demonstrated how design standards impeded wheelchair user's movements by anticipating the needs of the

able‐bodied user over those of the disabled user.39 Such analysis is not restricted to periods of mass production
(indeed, disability things are rarely standardised) and has been successfully deployed in the early modern period;

the study of iron hands has revealed the nature of war injuries and the mechanistic qualities of the object necessary

to allow their wearers to continue to work.40

There is undoubtedly something special about engaging with an object in a hands‐on way that ‘gives a tactile,
sensory dimension to the past’.41 It is, for instance, the only way to get at a very important aspect of prosthetic

design—the weight of the object.42 There is usually a trade‐off between portability and usability when it comes to
the weight of prosthetics. Making objects smaller and lighter has been especially desirable historically in the case of
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prosthetics that made stigmatised disability visible, such as hearing aids and respiratory prosthetics like ambulatory

oxygen.43 But making such devices smaller often made them less effective. Weight is thus an integral aspect of our

understanding of whether prosthetic design was driven by stigma or by power. More than measurement, handling

an object delivers affective information; ‘Exploring the experience of users through touch offers unique insights into

agency and control—particularly for marginalised groups—by allowing the historian to explore individuals’

emotional attachment or how they adapted or customised their own device’.44 Affective experiences can be pro-

voked by objects too, as ‘contact with an object conditions feelings in human subjects’.45 Although recovering the

feelings and emotions attached to an object is methodologically challenging, Sally Holloway's discussion of the

textile objects eighteenth‐century mothers left with or created for their abandoned children masterfully shows how
emotional meaning could be threaded into materials to be recovered later.46

However, it is both possible and effective to investigate objects in terms of their relationship to individuals

through a variety of material cultures, including texts and images. For instance, Jaipreet Virdi's exploration of artist

Dorothy Brett's relationship with her hearing aid trumpet uses Brett's artwork to explore her changing feelings

about her deafness by showing that she positioned her hearing aid in her self‐portraits as an integrated part of her
body.47 Such work on the history of objects considers them not only in terms of access but fundamentally in relation

to their use by people—the objects are not of interest because of their uniqueness or beauty or totemic qualities but

are important because people regarded them as essential components of themselves.48

Focus on recovering the agency of disabled people through their object use means that disability historians face

an ambivalent task when adopting methods predicated on artefactual agency. Debates about the power and agency

of objects within the material culture tradition have been largely bypassed by disability historians for whom the

claim that objects create and shape ‘experiences, identities and relationships’ and that ‘humans and things are

enmeshed in ways that deny … the division between the social and the material world’ has been so obviously the

starting point of any historical investigation into disabled lives.49

The literal power of objects and artefacts to ‘actively shape and define disability’ has nonetheless been

augmented by insights from STS, as the field emerged concurrently but separately from disability studies in the

1970s.50 The material turn in history outlined above was reflected in developments in history of science, in which

there had long been an implicit hierarchy of importance between those who worked with tools and those who

worked with theories.51 Though studies of technology started to become more important in the twentieth century,

they were still marked by a tendency towards technological determinism. That is, the tendency to discuss tech-

nologies as though they follow their own ‘internal, technical logic that has nothing to do with social relationship’ and

the tendency to discuss technological change as causing or determining social change.52 In other words, technol-

ogies developed because of scientific progress or on their own, and then had corresponding effects on society.53 An

important corrective to this fallacy arose from scholars within the Edinburgh School of STS, who articulated the

social shaping of technology. That is, they emphasised the social construction of technology and showed that

technological change never happens outside of society.54

Against this trend, the idea that ‘technical things have political qualities’—that the stuff and things of tech-

nology matter above and beyond social forces—was famously defended by Langdon Winner. For instance, he

showed that pneumatic moulding machines were added to a Chicago reaper plant to deskill the workforce and

mitigate against the power of the union—the organisers of which were skilled workers.55 Similarly, the Shirley

colour testing card used in photography to provide the ideal standard for skin colour resulted in the failure of film

to capture non‐white skin tones.56 In these examples, things talk and objects have politics. However, we have been
warned not to ‘attribute too much power to the things themselves’ lest we diminish human agency or obscure how

material culture has been acted upon.57

But objects do have power. The standardised tables used to set thermostats in office buildings mean that office

temperatures are consistently too cool for most women.58 Airplane cockpits designed to be gender neutral were

biased by design against both women and smaller men.59 Even standards of weights and designs of machines at

certain sizes are political and disabling. As Cynthia Cockburn argues, ‘the appropriation of bodily effectivity on the
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one hand and the design of machinery and processes on the other have often converged in such a way as to

constitute men as capable and women as inadequate’.60 Such processes have literally had a disabling impact on

women surgeons, who ‘disproportionately report pain and disability from instruments that don't fit their hands’.61

Such ‘black boxed’ objects with built‐in biases are particularly problematic in the field of healthcare. For
instance, Lundy Braun revealed that the data used to set the standards for spirometers (devices used to measure

lung capacity) created the ‘scientific fact’ of lower lung capacity in non‐white races.62 The study of the technological
creation of scientific standards thus has clear relevance to how we understand disability. Work by Coreen McGuire

has shown that the data sets used to set the standards of normal hearing were artificially elevated by the inter‐war
telephone system, which increased the total number of people considered to have hearing loss.63 The telephone

shaped the social relationships of its users as the definitions of different kinds of hearing limitations emerged

through this interface between technological development, differential bodily constitutions, and the appropriation

of the user's auditory knowledge and values. Disability data gaps embedded in objects have skewed our under-

standing of the normal.64 Sometimes objects, particularly medical objects, do have the power to categorise people

and shape their identities.

Theorising objects as agents thus draws attention to the power that the objects we make have in the making of

history. Nonetheless, we make them. Though both scholars in STS studies and in material culture have emphasised

the agency and autonomy of objects, such investment of agency in objects may obscure the agency of the user,

which is clearly contrary to the point of disability history to reveal disabled people's agency.65 As Ott succinctly

explains:

Designating people with disabilities as simply another genre of actants—that is, as equivalent agents

with animals, other humans, and inanimate forms—ignores the history of disability and the power

wielded by others over “the thing”. Humans, animals, and objects are not equivalent; history and

experience demonstrate otherwise. It is true that objects have agency and take on a life of their own,

but all actants are not equal, and effect is uneven.66

Affordance theory, which postulates that technologies' materiality constrains use to some degree but does not

constrain all possible uses, offers ‘a relational middle ground between technological determinism and social

constructivism’.67 Jaipreet Virdi has developed this more nuanced approach by explaining that we need to un-

derstand the positive and negative agency of objects to investigate how identity itself can be ‘designed through the

material’.68 STS and the history of science contain two theoretical strengths that allow us to build on this insight.

First, because the idea that users matter was something that had to be established. Second, because the disabled

user's embodied knowledge and practiced skill in wielding objects can be considered in parallel to the broad his-

toriography developed around invisible technicians and labour recognised by historians of science as fundamental

to the development of scientific knowledge.69 In the following two sections, I develop the relevance of these two

insights for disability history in turn.

3 | SECTION 2: OBJECTS IN USE

Roth's work on the Shirley testing card showed how Black users of photography developed alternate technological

techniques to continue to engage with photography despite its integral limitations. The camera remained in a stage

of ‘interpretive flexibility’ as users' innovations with lighting techniques and make‐up technologies were actively
developed to make the device work for them. This kind of social construction of technology perspective was

developed by Weibe Bijker and Trevor Pinch when they argued that different groups of people use the same

technologies differently. For instance, the bicycle was used by young male bicycle racers divergently from women
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and elderly men who wanted a safer vehicle for transport. This pattern of use meant that they gave a new meaning

to the high‐wheeled bicycle as ‘unsafe’, forcing the development of the safety bicycle.70

The insight that users of technology matter swelled a new historiographical current at the confluence of the

disciplinary streams of history of science and STS. By looking at technology through its users and their usage and by

prioritising the mundane aspects of material culture, groups like women were revealed as active consumers of,

tinkerers with, and rebels against technology. These groups often used technologies in unanticipated and unex-

pected ways—the main point of Pinch and Oudshoorn's How User Matter, which featured a series of case studies of

technologies being used in unforeseen but eventually influential ways. For example, the Model T automobile was

used by farmers as a stationery power source, while women in rural areas used the telephone to overcome social

isolation in a way that surprised telephone companies.71 Users bent technologies to their will.72

However, although science and technology (STS) scholars drew our attention to the way that users ‘hack,

tinker, consume, and refuse to use technologies to enable a better fit with themselves and their preferences’ they

did not consider the importance or indeed the presence of disabled users of technology.73 Yet as Bess Williamson

has pointed out, ‘disability things often defy the intentions of their makers’.74 This historiographical absence was

identified in Aimi Hamraie and Kelly Fritsch's 2019 ‘Crip technoscience manifesto’, which further elucidated how

knowledge developed by the disabled through object modification has been appropriated without acknowledge-

ment.75 Users relationships with objects reveal disabled agency, especially through their modification of devices

against the remit of their inventor or designer.

Hamraie and Fritsch's article emphasised that disabled people are experts in technology by highlighting the

‘skills, wisdom, resources, and hacks disabled people utilise for navigating and altering inaccessible worlds’.76 They

recognised that disability scholars had only engaged in STS scholarship in a limited way, in part because of the

aforementioned social model's explicit opposition to medical history, which strongly informs many STS traditions.

But more forcefully, they argued that STS have failed to appreciate this kind of use of technology.

However, the point that disabled innovation is an important and recurring phenomenon has been recognised by

disability historians.77 The way that disabled innovation has been commodified was the explicit focus of Claire

Jones' 2017 edited collection on prostheses and commodity cultures.78 Bess Williamson's work extended such

analysis to reveal the importance of dyad disability invention by revealing the origin of the OXO grip line of kitchen

tools' invention by a husband and wife—whose expertise was appropriated and publicly erased.79 Individual per-

sonalities and preferences have been central to Jaipreet Virdi's material analysis of disability artefacts which were

explicitly ‘modified to forge personal identities—of personality, preference, and even medical diagnosis’. In this

work, ‘people with disabilities are cast not just as users, but as agents of technological change’.80 Although much of

this work focuses on everyday and domestic technologies, there is growing consensus that disabled innovation has

long been central to science (which was largely domestic until the modern period).81

4 | SECTION 3: OBJECTS AS SCIENCE

Disability historians who work on the history of technologies have started to argue for the importance of inves-

tigating the entirety of disabled people's lives, including their use and adaptation of medical objects and scientific

theories.82 Proponents of the design model emphasise that ‘disabled people themselves also used design to adapt

or invent their own devices and, in some cases, transform industries’.83 Blind engineer James Swail designed

electronic devices explicitly for blind people working in science, technology and engineering.84 Less directly, the

way talking books were used by blind users prompted important innovations in music and voice recognition

technologies by divorcing frequency from speed.85 As Mara Mills has shown, the expertise of deaf and deaf‐blind
inventors was crucial to the development of speech theory and auditory equipment within the telephone company

AT&T.86 Everyday functional objects of disability are thus ‘embodiments of practices’.87
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When it comes to disability history, technologies are not only representations of experience but also materi-

alised forms of knowledge.88 This means that when historians attend to materials, we can illuminate the scientific

contributions of marginalised traditions of knowledge‐making, including indigenous knowledge and disabled
innovation.89 STS scholars have long considered technologies to comprise ‘the objectification of knowledge and

practices in new material forms’ and this insight can support the move of disability history into scientific spaces.90

The tacit knowledge and embodied knowledge fundamental to disabled innovation is reinforced by work in the

history of science that has redefined making as knowing and knowledge as practice. Disabled users' embodied

knowledge and practiced skill can thus be considered as legitimately scientific in the same way that early modern

artisanal knowledge has been recognised by historians like Pamela Smith as fundamental to the formation of the

new scientific knowledge.91 Household based ‘thrifty’ scientific practices that involved the creative refashioning of

everyday objects were integral to shaping scientific epistemologies and methodologies.92 In addition, disabled

users' contributions have often been collaborative, sometimes out of necessity, sometimes because of an increased

tendency to avoid patenting practices and support the altruistic movement of such knowledge.93

Criticisms of the tendency to neglect collaborative work in science was fundamental to Steven Shapin's 1989

work on invisible technicians, which concluded that invisible technicians were made invisible because of western

culture's bias towards individual rather than collective work.94 Shapin's article led to a plethora of works that

deepened our understanding of what activities constituted science, revealed other scientific actors, and demon-

strated that different ways of knowing were considered as valid depending on particular historical circumstances.

The role of ‘invisible technicians’ has been highlighted as particularly important to group work processes, in which

‘the tension between formal task descriptions and overt work on the one hand, and informal tasks and “behind the

scenes” work on the other, has been an important consideration’.95 This is clearly relevant to the work uncovering

the inventions of disabled dyads and families, which can usefully be linked to research that has valued ‘the col-

lective knowledge of a family’ rather than individual endeavour.96 Disabled innovation could take place within the

context of a community, such as those reliant on respirators in the twentieth century, whose collaborative adap-

tations of household technologies demonstrate how ‘Disabled users situated knowledge—their mulling, imagining,

articulating—was collectively mobilised into design solutions and indeed, to scientific knowledge’.97

5 | SECTION 4: OBJECTS AS SUBJECTS

Disability history has placed a particular imperative on recovering lived experience and hidden histories. Analysis of

material objects is one way of revealing such hidden histories. But this method tends to support histories of dis-

abilities that are and were visible; it is limited when it comes to disability that does not so clearly connect with

materiality. Therefore, despite the conceptual difficulties associated with integrating disability history and medical

history, medical history and indeed, history of psychiatry, does offer strategies of relevance to the disability

historian.

For example, historians of psychiatry have used semi‐verbatim stenographic case note transcripts to directly
recover patient voices and show how patient stories were collaboratively created: ‘These materials, while infused

with the authorial agency of their psychiatrists, unveil a history of patient–psychiatrist dialogues in which the

power to define the “story of illness” ebbs and flows between both parties’.98 For others, patient voices have been

more directly sought through oral histories that highlight patient agency and explore their role as narrators by

excavating ‘the spaces in which people tell their stories—the ways in which they negotiate language, metaphor, and

presentation of self’.99 More literal spaces are central to the work of Sarah Holland, who has explored how asylum

patient engagement with, experiences of, and refusal to do farm work can reveal patient identities in flux between

the spaces of the hospital and the outside world.100 In this work actions speak louder than words and innovative

methodologies focused on movement allow us to recover the patient's view indirectly.
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Holland's work was published in Anne Hanley and Jessica Meyer's 2021 edited collection on patient voices,

which also contained an important call from Michael Worboys for medical historians to shift their attention from

patients to the actions of non‐patients to highlight the numerous ways in which people care for themselves and
make health choices outside of the medical sphere.101 His argument made a key methodological point in support of

this shift, arguing that ‘historians have tended to study the diseases that medicine prioritises. Histories are biased in

favour of mortality over morbidity, acute over chronic disease, and serious over slight complaints. With each of

these pairs, the latter was and is overwhelmingly the lived experience of illness and disease’.102 Another way of

putting this would be to say that medical historians ought to be doing disability history. Although it is critical not to

simply equate disease with disability, Linker and Abel have argued that ‘A disability approach transforms traditional

disease histories by expanding them to include actors outside the clinic and larger political issues such as social

welfare, citizenship, and belonging’.103

These are issues that are essential to work within critical medical humanities, which have long prioritised the

importance of lived experience alongside (and over) the limitations of biomedical knowledge. In 2015, Viney,

Callard, and Woods asked, ‘Can the medical humanities intervene more explicitly in ontological questions—in

particular, of aetiology, pathogenesis, intervention and cure—rather than, as has commonly been the case, leav-

ing such questions largely to the domains of the life sciences and biomedicine?’104

Historians of science's focus on science's epistemological power can allow disability historians to question the

creation of disability as a ‘scientific fact’ and so offers one way to answer these kinds of questions.105 For example,

the nineteenth‐century development of the ophthalmoscope standardised visual acuity in relation to a numerical
measure of ‘normal’ vision related to an arbitrary standard of efficiency: ‘Vision testing by test‐types standardised
the “normal” visual acuity of humans so as to determine the degree of a person's refractive anomaly but it was not

an average that fully reflected the population; it could be succeeded or exceeded’.106 Scholarship from history of

science on measurement, statistics, and classification systems rests on the premise that science itself is social in a

way that the social/medical model binary can obscure.107 These methodologies enable us to criticise the statistical

construction of normalcy which disablement is defined against.108

Penny Richards and Susan Burch have argued that administrative and institutional data do not ‘tell the stories

that disability scholars seek most to retrieve’.109 They argue that such data sets cannot tell us anything about the

lived experience of disability and will reinforce ableist assumptions. While it might be true that lived experience is

less accessible in such historical sources, I contend that these kinds of sources can be extremely valuable for

revealing the scientific and statistical construction of disability. In the case of medical devices, we often find, for

instance, that ‘their most unique and significant characteristics can be found in the algorithms used to program

them, rather than in their physical manifestation’.110 However, these possibilities have not yet been realised,

despite their obvious potential. Mara Mills, Jaipreet Virdi, and Sarah F. Rose explain in their call for a disability

history of science, ‘Similar to the theories of medicalisation and the “social construction of x,” historical episte-

mology has revealed specific disabilities to be contingent on the cultural order, without questioning the broader

category of disability itself’.111

Disability is constructed by design and shaped by the environment—but at the causal level it is constructed by

science. Matter matters, but statistics count. Marion Schmidt's recent work on genetic deafness is an exemplar of

the effectiveness of a history of science approach to disability history.112 Working out how and when disability has

been established as an ‘objective’ departure from ‘normal functioning’ widens the lens of the disability historian.

The scientific categorisation of disability as natural and inevitable can only be uncovered by critically questioning

the legitimacy of the paradigms that support its framing. When Peter Dear posed the question of what history of

science was the history of he concluded that we must acknowledge ‘that science is not one thing, a natural kind,

while at the same time recognising that the symbol “science” is culturally very real indeed’.113 This dual under-

standing can allow disability historians to investigate and to reframe disabled innovation as properly part of science

and simultaneously destabilise its power by uncovering how scientific processes have defined and hidden disability

in history.
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6 | CONCLUSION

The difficulty of using methodologies from STS and history of science to understand disabled adaptation of medical

objects not only reproduces the social/medical model binary; it reflects the long tradition of distinguishing between

science/mind/theory in opposition to art/bodies/practice. In 1995, John Harley Warner argued that boundaries

between history of science and history of medicine were artificially perpetuated and misused by historians as a way

to ‘organise the past conceptually’ which was essentially ‘rooted in sibling jealousy and the quest for separate

identities by fields that long shared their marginality to the historical mainstream’.114 Devaluing and decrying the

value of a particular field is an important way in which new disciplines work to achieve legitimacy and pro-

fessionalisation. Warner argued that the new social histories of the 1970s developed within the mainstream of

history and therefore were not writing in relation to the freighted historiographies of history of science and medical

history that had developed in the preceding 40 years. Because they had not developed out of a defensive rela-

tionship this meant they were using different methodologies, using different sources, and asking different questions

and this different focus was (and arguably still is) characterised by historians working in history of science and

medical history as lacking rigour. On the other hand, social historians set up traditional medical history as inher-

ently whiggish and anachronistic so they could rally around a new historiography defined against it.

However, disability historians have a responsibility to the present as well as the past and the insistence within

both history of science and medical history that we avoid considering how the problems of modern biomedicine

relate to the past lest we commit the sin of anachronism does not mesh well with this responsibility. ‘Nothing about

us without us’ is more than a mantra and understanding the impact of materials and the material circumstances that

shape disabled lives remains fundamental to guarding the future of the subject.

Turning to objects reveals that the boundaries between STS and medical history and disability history are fluid.

Objects are devices that build bridges between disciplines, allowing us to move away from manufactured discipline

demarcation and towards the inextricable combination of the scientific and the personal, collapsing dichotomies

between mind/body and subject/object.

Consider, for instance, the prosthetic/artificial limbs with attached four‐inch stilettos used by Tracey Baynam
and held in the Science Museum (Figure 1, far right).

These heels demonstrate Tracey's agency, as ‘she persuaded her limb fitter Fred to make’ them, something he

did voluntarily.115 His co‐operation further demonstrates a more complex and ambivalent relationship between
prosthetic users and the ‘medical establishment’ (here represented by Fred) showing collaborative invention and

making together between user and designer. In addition, there is a tendency to think more about technologies that

F I GUR E 1 Shoevolution. Tracey Baynam's prosthetic limbs. Image released under a Creative Commons
Attribution‐NonCommercial‐ShareAlike 4.0 Licence.
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are considered to have driven innovation or marked the start of historical epochs, and less about the technologies

(the motorways, the concrete, the cups of tea, the electric grid) that surround us and undergird our existence.

Similarly, that technologies are often coded as masculine elides the fact that clothes, make‐up, handbags, and shoes
are powerful technologies, allowing us to move in the world, into previously inaccessible spaces, while literally

moulding our bodies; ‘As much as the foot shapes the shoe, the shoe shapes the foot’.116 As Hilary Davidson shows,

shoes are empathetic and emotional vessels, and this is strongly articulated in Susan Ward's moving remembrance

of when, in a moment of role‐reversal, she bought her mother her first pair of ‘real shoes’ when she moved out of
braces and into a wheelchair.117 Tracey's heeled shoes are powerful, sexual objects, walking a line between stigma,

sexuality and respectability especially difficult for disabled women to traverse.118 They point the way to a new

methodological agenda for disability history that integrates insights from history of science and STS. They are

vessels that contain the messy stuff that disability history must hold within it.
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